
At OTTO, our belief is that we have to be the change we want to see in the world. 

As such, sustainability is an integral part of our operations, from energy-saving 

LEDs to energy-efficient automation systems. 

However, we view sustainability as more than just doing our part for the earth.

We believe our impact on the world always starts from within. 

We encourage diversity, equity and connection to provide a 

good quality of life for everyone.

SUSTAINABILITY
FOR ALL

Our Sustainability Efforts

Employee Sustainability

Environmental Sustainability

Economic Sustainability

We minimise our carbon footprint by internally cutting down 

energy wastage, as well as providing energy-saving solutions.

We aim to arm businesses with the tools for long-term eco-

nomic growth. With our flexible payment models, we enable 

them to share our vision of the future.
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We want to share our vision for the future. However, there are many roadblocks 

when implementing sustainable solutions for projects, including lack of capital 

and management.

With our Perfomance-based Payment model, we strive to provide you with 

effective, efficient and sustainable solutions without any upfront capital 

needed. You will experience instant and accumulated savings, which can be 

channelled into doing better things for your business and the world.

Performance-based Payment (PBP)

On-site warranty and maintenance is also covered for the duration of the PBP 

model.

In a nutshell, PBP is an innovative model that enables you to:

Immediate Benefits

Cost and
 Energy Savings

Efficient 
Automated System

Elevated 
Experience

THE NEW
GREEN SMART
OFFICE
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Upgrade existing
infrastructure at no

upfront cost

Get instant operating
savings upon

implementation

On-site warranty 
and maintenance
for duration of PBP



LIGHTING 
AS A 
SERVICE

With our flexible payment methods, you can be part of our ever-expanding list 

of clients who share our vision of a sustainable future. 

Here’s what you can expect to gain:

Our Guaranteed Results

1. OTTO will perform an energy audit within your premise.

2. A proposal will be drafted based on the audit. The proposal will entail a 

pre-determined amount of annual savings, and annual payment to OTTO. 

3. After a period of 3-5 years, the PBP is fulfilled, and you will realise the full 

energy savings.

How It Works
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Fluorescent

Up to 50% 
energy saved

Up to 30% 
energy saved

LED Smart 
Lighting

Up to 80% 
energy saved

Year 
0

Year 
1-5

Year 
6

$500,000

Annual Utility Bill

$250,000 $100,000
$250,000

$150,000

$250,000

Annual PBP Payment

Annual Energy Savings

10 Kaki Bukit Road 1 
KB Industrial Building #03-24
Singapore 416175

T: 6254 4666
E: contact@ottosolutions.sg
E: www.ottosolutions.sg

Regardless of the size of your company, you can make a significant difference 

by reducing your carbon footprint on the world. With our support, your path to 

sustainability has never been easier.

To get started, you can contact our Business Development Manager, Ernest Lee 

to learn more about PBP or to make an appointment.

+65 9671 6117 ernest@ottosolutions.sg



OUR
AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS
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A Tool for Every Task

The Preferred International Standard

Safe and
Secure

Flexible and
Personalised

Fully Integrated
Solution

Next-Gen
Solution

Wireless
Installation

Autonomous
Operation

Every building is built differently, and the requirements for automation also vary 

accordingly. At OTTO, we have a wide range of technologies to choose from, 

depending on your needs and wants.

An open standard for commercial and domestic building automation, KNX devices can 
manage lighting, blinds and shutters, HVAC, security systems, energy management, 
audio/video, white goods, displays, remote control, etc.

• Suited for long-term use in medium-large sized offices/buildings
• Freedom of design for lights, HVAC, etc.
• Established support system and wiring accessories

Additional Information

• Uses varied measurements across temperature and daylight to optimise experience
• Autonomy ensures a ‘fix and forget’ system for building/office owners
• LumaZones Energy Web provide real-time statistics for owners to streamline facility space

Additional Information

• Smart driver supports plug-and-play upgrades to provide added functionality
• Advanced algorithms analyse and provide advice on potential issues and faults
• Automatic addressing, grouping, debugging and base build commissioning

Additional Information

• Hassle-free installation by directly connecting to mobile app
• Wireless switch able to be installed anywhere on any dimmable LED light
• Sensor optimisation for better indoor experience

Additional Information

Autonomous Ambient Management System

A lighting and HVAC control system, Lumani is able to run itself based on data gathered 
on occupancy, lux level, temperature and humidity. It is designed to save energy while 
maintaining the optimum level of user comfort.

Modern-day Lighting Control

Built upon a “just works” philosophy, Zencontrol removes the complications associated 
with lighting control through the use of smart software and systems. It is also fully DALI 
compliant and certified.

Plug-and-Play Bluetooth Network

OTTO BLE Mesh is a highly integratable plug and play Bluetooth Mesh network fit for all 
types of spaces to increase user experience, energy efficiency, cost savings and well 
being.

Fast Commission
and Setup

Multi-User
Friendly

Advanced
Risk Reduction

Fast Commission
and Setup

High Reliability
and Consistency

Ultra-low
Power


